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                              TET - II ENGLISH 

 

VI-STD 

1. His voice rose from the boat and carried across the water 

like       

a ripple 

a) nite off small bits b) comforting c)  as small wave in the  

water  d) standing 

2. What is the meaning of „nibble‟?  

     a) comforting b) small wate of water c) made a picture of sky     

     d) bite off small bits  

3. Which anaicut was built by karikala chola? 

    a) Grand b) methur c) kardur d) palar 

4. Fill in the blanks with the help of verb, noun, adjective,                                      

    adverb, Pronoun, preposition, conjuction, and interjection. 

 1. Adityan ______ astrounded. 

 2. I _______ coming. 

 3. This is Adityan‟s ______ 

 4. He love his _______ 

     Ans:. 
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1) is  2) am 3) boat 4) father. 

5. Fill in the blank with adjectives in given below: 

(big, honest, wooden, valuable, quiet, deep)  

a) He would learn to build a _______ ship 

b) King offered ______ coins. 

c) Adityan is an _____ boy. 

    Ans:  

    a) big b) valuable c) honest. 

6. Fill in the blank with the help of adverbs in given below: 

    (wildely, silently, quickly, softly, very, carefully) 

a) Adityan smiled _______ 

b) He said ________ 

c) He listened____________ 

    Ans:  

    a) silently b) widely c) carefully. 

7. „Discovery‟ the poem has written by 

     a) surai b) Antonyms c) Gayathri phalajam d) Mrs. Carney. 

8.‟Biking‟ poem has written by  

    a) Gayathri phalajam b) suraj  c) Judith micholl‟s  d)antonyms 

9.    Link the opposites 
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1.  Elder     never 

2.  Regular    take 

3.  Always    sad 

4.  After     idle 

5.  Lazy     big 

6.  Satisfied     younger 

7.  Busy     satisfied 

8.  Happy     active 

9.  Give      irregular 

10. Small    before 

     Ans:  

     1. Younger 2. Irregular 3. Never 4. Before 5. Active  

     6.   Dissatisfied 7. Idle 8. Sad 9. Take 10. Big. 

10.The first bicycles were made from 

     a) wooden wheels  b) Steel wheels c) Copper wheels  

     d)tamiland wheels 

11. Fill them into the right slot: 

      (intresting, exciting, loving, busy) 

a) An _____ game 

b) A _____ dog 

c) A _____ street 

d) An _____ book  

Ans:  
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        a) exciting b) loving c) busy d) intresting. 

12.Fill them into the right slot:  

    (slowly, loudly, quidkluy,really, later) 

a) The turtle moved _____ 

b) The food was ______ tasty. 

c) The cat ____ climbed the tree. 

d)  The children were laughing ____ 

e) “ I will come ______ “ said vimal. 

      Ans:  

      a) slowly b) really c) quickly d) loudly e) later. 

13. Wheels whirl  find the meaning of underlined word. 

       a)grip b) hurry c) curl d) turn fast  

14. What is thew meaning of sting?  

       a) feel pain and irritation b) bend and coil c) hold firmly  

       d)fly backward 

15. New words: 

       Sacred – holy and precious 

 Extinct – no longer in existence 

16. Use tbe simple present tense to comple the following 

       sentence: 
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      1.Dr. vikram _____ (work) in the primary health centre. 

      2. He always ______ ( have) a medical kit with him. 

      3.He ______ (go) on a scooter.  

      Ans:  

 a)Works b) have c) goes. 

17.Choose the correct form of the verb and fill in the blank to 

     complete the sentence. 

        a) she _______ counting the sweets in the box (am/are/is) 

        b) I _____ cooking dinner (am/are/ is) 

        c) vamsi and Ragu ______ playing for the cricket team. 

        Ans: 

        a) is b) am c) are 

18.„Night‟ the poem has written by  

      a) Antonyms b) Thomson c) William blake d) Wilson 

19. What is the meaning of „bower‟? 

       a)lighted area b) busy area c) shop area d) a shadly area 

20. What is the meaning of „loom‟? 

       a) wondering b) frame c) fairy crane d)  wearing frame 

21. New word: 
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    Snare – Trap 

22. „The most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen (or) 

      even touched, but just felt in the heart‟ quoted by  

      a) july mary b) Helen keller  c) kalpana chawla 

      d)vijaylakshmi 

23. What is the meaning of „chores‟ 

       a) strange and intresting b) great c) strings d) regular tasks 

24.What was helen‟s first book? 

      a) The story of my life b)The fire wings c) the autobiography 

      d) the biography 

25. who could not hear but he was  

      a) famous german b) William blake c) bee thoven  d) anne 

          sulliven 

26) who could not see but he was a great English poet? 

      a) johnmilton b) Charles Dickinson c) bobertfrost d) blake 

27.Match the following: 

Sentence      kind 

1. What a simple question   a) imperative 

It is!      

2. Why are you in hurry?  b) Assertive (statement) 
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3. Save rain water   c) Exclamatory 

4. Education refines one‟s  

Mind     d) imperative (request) 

5. Please avoid use of 

Plastic bags    e) interrogative 

         Ans: 

         1) c 2) e 3) a 4) b 5)d 

28.Use the simple past tense to complete the following 

     sentences:. 

       1.we _____(arrive) here at 6‟o‟ clock. 

       2.He _____ (go) to Chennai yesterday. 

       3.I_______ (write) a letter last week. 

        Ans: 

        1) arrived 2) went 3) wrote 

29) Make compound words: 

      1.earth ______  a) beat 

      2.table ______  b) milk 

      3.motor _______  c) quake 

      4.bair __________  d) bike 

     5.butter _______  e) word 
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     6.pass __________  f) cloth 

    7.heart _________  g) ground 

    8.back _________  h) band 

        Ans:  

        1) c 2) f 3) d 4) h 5) b 6) e 7) a 8) g 

30. „Inclusion‟ the poem has written by 

        a)antonyms b)frost c) blake d) Dipti Bhatia 

31) „Success is not something to wait for; it is something to 

        work for quoted by  

        a) Jessie owens b) peter c) kalphana d) Jessica cox  

32.who has won kalphana chwla award 2009? 

      a) Jessica cox b) vijaylakshmi c) rajalakshmi  

      d) priyadharshini 

33. what is the meaning of „intricate‟? 

      a)very old b) carefully designed c) action d) tells a story 

34. Fill in the blanks with the following adverbs: 

       (Almost, completely, today, quickly, neatly, colourfully, 

        skillfully, bravely, happily) 

       We went to Bommalattam programme 1 we were 2 late, 
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        and therefore 3 took to our seats. The fall was 4 full. The 

         dolls were 5 and 6 dressed. The puppeteers 7 moved them 

      to create the story. We were all very interested. The hero 8 

      fought the bad man and won. After the programme, we all 

      returned home  9. 

      Ans: 

      1)happily 2) almost 3) quickly 4) completely 5) skillfully 

      6) colourfully 7) neatly 8) bavely 9) today. 

35.Identify  the pattern in the following sentences: 

     1) abdulkalam is a scientist. 

     a) sv b) svIoDo c)svc d) svo 

36. Ravi handled the glasses carefully. 

       a) sv b) svoA c) svo d) svA 

37. The bird flew swiftly. 

       a) svo b)svc c)svA d) svIoDo 

38. He sends him a letter 

      a) svo b) svc c) svA d) svIoDo 

39. Fill in the right words:. 

       Mani was very happy. His dog, Tiger, 1 jumping and 
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       playing again. Tiger 2 been unwell for the past week. 3 it 

       was time for mani to go back to school in Chennai, as his 

      holidays 4 over. Tiger 5 very sad, 6 mani was leaving him so 

      soon. Mani 7 taken care of him very well. They 8 each other 

      very much. 

      (was, had, loved, because, now, had, were) 

       Ans:  

       1) was 2) had 3) because 4) were 5) was 6) now 7) had 

       8)loved. 

40. „Granny Granny Please Comb my Hair‟ has written by 

       a) Nicholas Andrew b) Grace Nichols c) Mark Nichols 

       d)Max Nichols  

41. New Words: 

 Scandalous  - improper 

 Avarice   - greed 

 Obscure   - vague, unclear 

 Scowl   - frown 

 Hideous   - unpleasant 

 Thrash   - beat 
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42.Match the following words to their following: 

  A       B 

      i)  miracle      a)  greed 

     ii) obscure      b) hateful 

    iii) ripe       c)magical happening 

    iv) avarice      d) unclear 

     v) disgusting       e) fully grown 

          Ans: 

         1) c 2) d 3) e 4) a 5) b. 

43. circle the correct antonyms: 

      i) later 

      a) earlier b) latter c) former 

    ii) accountable 

     a)Countable b) unaccountable c)unaccountable 

iii) ripe 

a) Hard b) unripe  c) rotten 

iv) idotic 

a) Bright b) foolish c) wise  

v) defeat  
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a) success b) failure c)loss 

44. Fill in the blanks with suitable future form of the verbs: 

 1.The district collector _______ (visit) in our school 

    nextweek. 

2. Raghu _____(participate) in the quiz competition 

tomorrow at Chennai. 

3.The students ______ (assemble) here after the bell rings. 

     Ans:  

     1) will visit 2) will participate 3) shall assemble 

45. „With a friend‟ the poem has written by  

        a) Grace Nicholas b) Nichols c) Vivian Gould d) blake 

46. How many percentage of air in apple. So it is able to float in 

       Water  

        a)23% b) 24% c) 25% d) 26% 

47) Tick the correct meaning and write it in blank space. 

      1. Nutritious _________ 

 a) tasty b) nourshing c) natural 

      2. alert ________ 

 a) alternative b) alive c)alive 
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 3. fortunate ______ 

 a) success b) chance c) lucky 

 4. pester _____ 

 a) poster b) trouble c) pesticide 

 5. particular 

 a) spcicific b) part c) partitipate 

Ans: 1)b 2) a 3) c 4) b 5) a. 

48. Match with the correct antonyms: 

  A       B 

 i) nourished     a) unfortunate 

 ii) fortunate      b) common 

 iii) healthy      c) destroy 

 iv) particular     d) malnourished 

 v) preserve      e) unhealthy 

Ans: 1) d 2) a 3) e 4) b 5) c 

49. Fill in the blanks with using the correct suffixes and 

       Prefixes: 

 (co, un, ness, ly, after) 

a) Different ___ 
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b) ____  natural 

c) Alert _____ 

d) _____ healthy 

e) ______ existence 

f) ______ noon 

Ans: a) differently b) unnatural c) alterness d) unhealthy e)co-

existence f) afternoon 

50) Identify the underlined word (or) words in each sentence.  

       Circle the right answer. 

1. A doctor finds out what is wrong withy your body 

a) Present tense  b) past tense c) future tense 

2. I will go  to the shop tomorrow, and buy new clothes. 

a) Present tense b) past tense c) future tense. 

3. Yesterday, meena travelled  by bus to trichy 

a) Present tense b) past tense c) future tense 

51. Fill in the blanks with suitable tense. 

1. my mother _______ delicious sambar for lunch.(cook) 

2. my father ______ in nagarcoil two years ago. (work) 

3. shilpa ______ on a school trip (go) 

4. we _____ to the festival over the weekend. 

5. seenu ______ the picture on the wall. (paint) 

Ans: 1) cooks 2) worked 3) goes 4) go 5)paints 
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52. „To cook and eat‟ has written by  

 a) Emmelo b) Nichols c) Gayathri d) Emma Richards  

VII
th

 English 

Our Tiny Co-travllers 

1. 25% of all the animals weight in the tropics is made up of  

a) Bees b) ants c) snakes d) wasp 

2. From which ants evoloved 150 million years ago 

a) wasp b) bees c) ants d) cock roach. 

3. Ants belong to an order of insects are called 

a) wypotera b) perrera c) hymenoptera d) petera 

4. What is the meaning of „aphids‟ 

a) wasp nest b) bee nest c) plant pest d) sea pest. 

5. what type of ants are called „arboreal‟ 

a) under stone ants b)log ants c) sand ants d) tree ants. 

6. which one might be similar to ant‟s brain? 

a) Babbage computer b) modern computer c) macin tosh II 

computer d) new age computer. 

7. How much weight Ant is able to lift than it‟s own body? 

a) 10 times b) 20 times c) 30 times d) 40 times  
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8. which ants cannot chew and swallow solid food? 

a) old ants b) wild ants c) young ants d) adult ants 

9. How many years ago ants started „fungus farming‟? 

a) 50 million years b) 40 million years c) 100 million years d) 90 

million years 

10. what chemical substance ants released to communicate with 

each other? 

a) pheromones b) harmones c) cocoon d) seads. 

11. which is one of the largest ants in the world? 

a) the driver ant of Africa b) the driver ant of Australia c) the 

driver ant of America d) the driver ant of austria 

12. which ants are provided with wings of birth? 

a) king b) driver c) queen d) west like ants 

13. Match the following compound words and write them out: 

First word Second word New word 

Match Hole Match box 

Card Pin Card board 

Man Board Man hole 

Safety Fish Safety pin 

Star box Star fish 

 

Answer( 1.b 2.a 3.c 4.c 5.d 6.c 7. b 8.d 9.a 10.a 11.a 12.c) 
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14. Form the abstract nouns from the following: 

1) happy _______ 

a) happyful b) happier c) happiest d) happiness 

2) Know __________ 

a) known b) knowing c) knowledge d) knower 

3) strong ________ 

a) strongest b) stronger c) storm d) strength 

4) scholar ________ 

a) scholastic b) scholars c) scholarship d) scholar 

5) think ________ 

a) thinking b) thinks c) thought d) thinker 

Answers: (14) 1.d 2.c 3.d 4.c) 

15. Fill in the blanks with suitable collective nouns choosing 

from the answer given below: 

[herd, pack, flock] 

1. A _______ of birds flew high in the sky. 

2. They saw a _______ of lions in the zoo. 
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3. The farmer has a ________ of cattle on his farm. 

     Answers:15) 1. Herd 2. Pack 3. Flock. 

16) Simple present tense: 

1. John _______ (work) in a restaurant. 

a) works b) worked c) will work d) shall work. 

2. Children _________ (make) lot of noise. 

a)makes b) made c) will make d) will be made 

3. this train ________ (stop) at Chennai. 

a) will stop b) stopped c) stops d) may stop. 

     Answers: (16) 1. a 2. a.3 c) 

17. Simple Past Tense: 

Find the verbs in the following sentences and change them 

into past tense: 

 1. The teacher _______ (give) instructions. 

 a) gives b) gave c) will give d) given 

 2. The train batch ___________ (arrive) late. 

 a) arriving b) arrives c) arrived d) will arrive 

 3. I __________ (forget) my book. 

 a) forgets b) forgot c) will forget d) may forget. 
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         Answers: 17) 1.b 2.c 3.b. 

 

18. Simple future tense: 

Put the verbs in correct form: 

1. I am ______ (bring) the book tomorrow. 

a) brining b) brought c) will bring d) shall bring 

2. people _________ (be) happy to see the winner. 

a) will be b) shall be c) happy d) may happy 

3. Mala ________ (sing) the prayer song in the next day. 

a) will sing b) sings c) is singing d) sang. 

Answer: 18) 1.d 2.a 3.a. 

    Phrasal verb 

19. Pharsal verb is different from the original verb. 

Find the meaning for phrasal verb: 

1. We come across many cows in the village. 

a) To meet or find by chance b) to go with some one c) to lead to 

find a result 
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2. The man asked his son to come along to carry the things they 

bought. 

a) To meet or find by chance b) to go with some one else who 

takes the lead c) top contract illness d) to climb 

3. one must work hard to come up in life 

a) to go with someone b) to climb c) to lead d) top contract 

illness 

Answer: 19) 1.a 2.b 3.b. 

4. Finally the vendor came down to the price we quoted. 

a) to go with someone b) top contract illness c) to climb d) to 

lead to final result. 

5. Somu camedown with fever after he was drenched in the rain 

a) to lead to final result b) to climb c) to find by chance d) top 

contract illness 

Answer: 4.d 5.d 
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Phrasal verbs It’s meaning 

Bring about Make to happen 

Bring along Come with 

Take out Go out with 

Put ion  Contribute 

Put up with Endure 

Come back to  To return to 

 

20. „The bat‟ poem has written by  

a) Randall farell b) Swaminathan c) Antonyms d) W.j.caney  

21. What is the meaning of “soaring”? 

a) fly in low b) flying high c) sit under d) sit up 

22. What is the meaning of „somersault‟? 

a) do a work b) do a balti c) do a better thing d) do a different 

thing 

23. The neem tree is called 
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a) Azadirachta indica b) Moriza battura c) Rysobium d) vembu 

tree. 

24. What is the meaning of „giggled „? 

a) roared b) breakup to leave c) very small d) laughed in silly 

way 

25. what is the meaning of „evasively‟? 

a) break up to leave b) very small c) laughed in silly d) trying to 

avoid 

Answer: 20.a 21.b.22.b.23.a.24.d. 25.d. 

26. What is the meaning of „elated‟ ? 

a) Very happy and excited b) attentive c) trying to avoid d) 

break up 

27. What is the meaning of „cope‟? 

a) attentive b) co-operate c) manage to do d) break up 

28. people eat the bitter leaves and the roasted flowers of neem 

with a litter faggery to symbolize 
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a) bad things teach a lesson b) bitter experiences leak in good 

way c) acceptance the good with bad d) having magic spell. 

29. what is the meaning of „bewltching‟? 

a) attentive b) trying to avoid c) manage to do d) having a 

magical spell 

 30. Link the opposites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 26) a 27) c 28) c 29)d 30) 1.c 2.g 3.d 4.i 5.f 6.b 7.e 

8.a 9.h. 

31. Make new words by adding ‘in’ – or ‘ing’ to the 

following words and fit them: 

1 Summer a) common 

2 Inward b)winning 

3 Increased c)winter 

4 Assembled d)decreased 

5 Locked e) dull 

6 Losing f)opened 

7 Bright g)outward 

8 Strange h) remember 

9 Forget i) dispersed 
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[efficient, cry, write, animate, run active, different, discipline, 

ride, sit] 

 

Suffixes Prefixes 

Crying Inefficient 

writing Indifferent 

Running Indiscipline 

Sitting Inanimate 

riding Inactive 

 

 

32. Vocabulary check: 

 Fill in the blanks by choosing words from the list given 

below: 

  

Food is the 1 necessity of life. 2 food man cannot 3 long. So also 

an 4 or a plant. 5 man has to 6 a sufficient quantity 7 food. If the 

8 he eats is 9 his wealth will 10 and he will 11 ill. Hence 

everyman 12 to sensibly eat 13 food. 

 

(enough, fall, inadequate, of, every, live, prime, without, animal, 

eat, food, fail, has) 
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Answer: 1. Prime 2.Without 3. Live 4.Animal 5.Every 6.Eat 

7.Of 8. Food 9 .Inadequate 10.Fail 11.fall 12.Has 13.enough. 

 

33. compound words: 

S.no Column A Column B Compound 

word 

1 Class a) water Classroom 

2 Break b)white Break heard 

3 Over c)room Overtime 

4 Back d)time Backstage 

5 Over e)heard Doorstep 

6 Snow f)stage Snow white 

7 ground g)step Ground water 

 

34. Present continuous tense: 

 A list of base form of the verb is given in thebox. Form 

sentences in the present continuous tense. 

 

Cook: 

 He is cooking lunch 

Walk: 

 He is walking along with rama. 

Climb: 
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 She is climbing on the hills. 

Ride: 

 I am riding on the horse. 

Play: 

 She is playing cricket 

Write: 

 I am writing a letter. 

 

 

 

 

 

இதன் ததொடர்ச்சி புத்தகமொக உள்ளது. 
தமட்டீரியல் / புத்தகம் தெற 
விரும்புெவர்களுக்கு இந்த எண்ணை (98651 
30130) ததொடர்பு தகொள்ளவும். 


